0900  Introduction and Update on SISO Activities
  •  Patrick T. Rowe, SISO

0915  Introduction and Update on NMSG Activities
  •  Wim Huiskamp, TNO

0930  An Introduction to the Royal Navy’s Spartan Programme
  •  Mark Lewis, Nova

0945  NATO NexGen M&S and Standards Discussion
  •  Brian Vogt and Dr. Jan Hodicky, NATO ACT

1015  C2SIM & Federated Mission Networking
  •  Kevin Galvin, Thales UK

1045  Break

1115  HLA 4 / RPR FOM 3 / Space FOM
  •  Bjorn Moller, Pitch Technologies, Inc.

1215  Lunch (on own)

1330  NATO Education and Training Network FOM v4
  •  Bjorn Lofstrand, Pitch Technologies, Inc.

1400  Training Data Analytics & Standards
  •  Andy Fawkes & Neil Curran

1430  Adoption of Standards / Game Engines
  •  Sebastien Loze and Walt Yates, Epic Games

1500  Break

1530  Cyber M&S in the UK
  •  Matt Smith, DSTL
1600  Cross-Domain Security in Distributed Synthetic Training
   •  Peter Curran, UK MOD
1645  Discussion on Standards Gaps
   •  Wim Huiskamp
1700  Concluding Remarks / Adjourn